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Recent global tendencies are changing the mobility pattern of the future and cities keep readapting continuously. From the electric self-driving car technology, the sharing economy, the environmental consciousness to renewal energies, cities need to offer new alternatives in a competitive world. But how does it affect to the public space, the urban infrastructure and the architecture of mobility?

The public transport system in Germany is one of the most advanced in the world. A national-wide system of suburban trains, metro, trams, and buses coordinated between different levels of the administration are present in the main cities of the country. Berlin, the old-new capital updated its infrastructure since the reunification of the country in 1990, becoming a reference in mobility praxis for the XXI century. Geographic North-South and East-West suburban train axis, complemented with a tram network in the former East, a metro network in the former West and a suburban circle line that connect the city periphery in an efficient way. Integrated tickets allow you to move though the city no matter what kind of transport you need to use and the stations do
not have a physical barrier to access them anymore, extending the public space in up and under ground.

Sharing platforms for cars, moppets and bikes are already settled in the city, involving international renowned brands like BMW/Mini (Drive Now) and Smart/Mercedes Benz (Car2go), which are using the existing physical infrastructure to operate: At the beginning, those companies only runned in the area surrounded by the circle line and use the metro network zones to expand. But how is the space related to the new mobility adapting to the new situation? which projects are leading the way? How deep the way we move is shaping the future of the cities?
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